Detecting drivers in microsleep with infrared
LED
20 October 2010
accidents involving no other road users. It is
estimated that at least 25 percent of these
accidents are caused by microsleep. The fatigue
detection system featuring the IR-LED from Osram
Opto Semiconductors could become a lifesaver in
such cases.
Other areas of application for such highperformance IR-LEDs in motor vehicles include
seat occupancy recognition, night vision systems,
short-range surroundings detection, and monitoring
drivers' blind spots. The IR-LED has a service life of
tens of thousands of hours, many times more than
the average number of hours that a vehicle is
operated in its service life. In other words, it will
never have to be replaced during the average life of
a vehicle.
A new infrared light-emitting diode (IR-LED) from
the Siemens subsidiary Osram Opto
Semiconductors is designed to help recognize the
hazardous microsleep that affects motorists. In
addition to the IR-LED, this requires a suitable
camera with a CMOS sensor. The sensor detects
IR light at a wavelength of 850 nanometers, which
isn't visible to the human eye, and analyzes the
image of the driver that is captured by the camera.
And it all takes place unnoticed by the driver - even
at night.
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The camera, which is mounted in the driver's field
of vision, uses image analysis software to
determine if the driver is fatigued or distracted.
Thanks to its small size and integrated lens, which
has a 40-degree angle of illumination, the
SFH4236 type LED can be easily installed in the
dashboard of a vehicle, for example, and directly
illuminate the driver from the front, without
producing shadows. IR-LEDs of this output class
with integrated lenses have not been available until
now.
According to German Traffic Safety Advisory Board
statistics, about 1,300 people are killed in singlevehicle accidents on Germany's roads every year -
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